Monday 4 April 2022

Rand note: the probability of the expected case rises by 2% to 51%, and that of the
lite down case falls to 40% - a gap not see since Ramaphoria

•

The probability of the expected case has finally exceeded 50%, and that of the lite down
case fallen to 40%, the last time the divergence between the two was so great was in 2018
on Ramaphoria, and the last time the expected case was at or above 50% was in 2013.

•

South Africa has seen a recent halt in the downward migration though the credit rating
ladder, signalled by both Fitch and Moody’s in their removal of the negative outlooks they
had placed on SA’s credit ratings when they last downgraded them in 2021.

•

Fitch removed its negative outlook in December last year, as 2021’s MTBPS lowered SA’s
debt projections on SA’s “strong fiscal performance … and significant improvements to
key GDP-based credit metrics following the re-basing of national accounts”.

•

Adding “(f)iscal indicators have also improved, supported by the economic recovery. The
strong deficit reduction … is … well above earlier expectations, driven in part by a surge
in commodity prices“. Fitch does not publish a calendar of its country review dates for SA.

•

“A major re-basing of national accounts has meant that 2020 nominal GDP was 11%
higher than previously reported, affecting key credit metrics including GDP per capita and
government debt/GDP, which for FY20/21 now stands at 72.2% rather than 81%”.

•

Moody’s adds “over the last two fiscal years … government … re-prioritise(d) its spending
… (and was) committed to fiscal consolidation, which Moody's expects will remain the
case”. Moody’s can change/affirm ratings/outlooks at or between scheduled dates, or not
at all.

•

The characteristics of the lite down include South Africa failing to see its debt projections
stabilise and so falls into single B credit ratings from all three agencies for local and foreign
currency debt. SA has not received any upgrades yet, or positive outlooks.

•

The credit rating agencies still highlight risks which could see downgrades for SA, and
warn particularly of the risk of weak growth, additional SOE financial support or other
factors leading to “renewed deterioration in its fiscal strength would likely lead to a rating
downgrade”.

•

Nevertheless, the longer SA maintains its lowered debt and deficit projections (or lowers
them further), the further the lite down case’s probability could drop, strengthening support
for the rand, although it will also remain influenced by commodity prices and factors
affecting EMs.
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•

The rand has shown reduced volatility this year in comparison to other emerging market
currencies, and this is also likely reflective of its somewhat reduced credit risk as markets
perceive a lower risk of default, with SA on a stable outlook from Moody’s, but still at Ba2.

•

The recent temporary respite in fuel prices, as the state cuts the general fuel levy from
Wednesday in the face of an incoming price hike of around R1.80/litre otherwise, also
shows some improved flexibility and governance of the state, which is market cheering.

•

The heavy handed approach in 2020 of the command council’s response to COVID-19
unnecessarily damaged the economy, causing the loss of around 2 million jobs. While
2021’s 11% revision to GDP rapidly aided economic recovery, it did not also solve the job
loss.

•

A policy response more in tune with the economy, financial markets and investor
confidence as Minister Enoch Godongwana is displaying, is benefiting SA and the rand,
allowing for differentiation in SA’s favour between EM currencies, appreciated by the rating
agencies.

•

South Africa saw the official stats for Q1.22 record R4.9bn in foreign purchases of SA
bonds (net of sales), with this capital inflow a strong beneficiary for the rand, and this final
settled transactions data from the JSE reflecting general appetite through the quarter.

•

The US saw its core PCE come out lower than expected, at 5.4% y/y instead of at 5.5%
y/y, the FOMC’s preferred measure of household expenditure price inflation, and this will
have benefited market sentiment slightly. US CPI and PPI are due around mid-month.

•

Concerns are circulating on the severity of US interest rate expectations and the attendant
increasing risk for a US recession, while the Russian/Ukraine conflict persists. However,
in SA the improving credit metrics have come at a good time to add a buffer for the rand.

•

Moody's adds that it “expects that the government will continue to pursue its fiscal
consolidation strategy. In the meantime, tax compliance is likely to improve gradually as
the South African Revenue Agency (SARS) rebuilds some of its intuitional capacity”.

•

SA’s expected case probability of no downgrades has increased, and reflects a more
certain environment for SA’s state finances, although reforms to the onerous regulatory

burden and polices impeding free market dynamics which are urgently needed to bolster
growth.

